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What do you like? Votes

Goals needs & interest is a nice way to identify family needs and
resources shared

1

Good conversation starter 0

Enjoy the family commitment piece , makes clear expectations for both
roles

0

Like the qustions
Nice place to ask more personal questions, based around the child and
family interests

0

I like the "Things to Consider " question to use a guide if they feel
comfortable sharing.  Possibly add use additional open ended questions.

0

That we get the information at enrollment, to give resources right away as
needed

0

Space on the paper to write notes about the conversations 0

Form helps 'break the ice'  in conversations with parents and school staff 0

like the difference in interest and needs 0

Our Agreements- the reminder about being mandated reporters 0

What would you like to see changed? Votes

Why is Safe arrival and departure agreement part of this packet?   The
packet is a "connections" packet but this form is a technical form.

5

Additional question for "Things to Consider" - What does your family
value/What are your family's values?

1

Don't  like the Our Agreements page, seems too much like a contract 1

too many places for the parents to sign, it is a packet - one signature
should be sufficient

1

More space in between questions to write notes 0

The " circle" doesn't leave any space to write answers 0

Add first aid / cpr back in 0

What is the purpose or use of page 3? 0

Maybe add disaster planning back in as well - maybe under other as well 0



Page 1 - can you add space between the questions for those that like the
filled in the blank opportunity.

0

Page 4, Move paragraphs to the top of the top of the page then initial
below

0

Bold the paragraph regarding the need to FS to have legal documents on
file n the "Safe Arrival /Departure" form

0

More clarity regarding the PIR asterisks 0

Introduce Safe Arrival at the beginning, but maybe have initials/signatures
later on a different form so parents are reminded

0

how have you been preparing your child for school is a redundant
question- the teachers do a whole form on this

0

Parents may not know that the " Goals, Needs and Interest " is used to
help with resources and wonder why these questions are being asked.

0

Section 6 Change wording from asset building to financial
couching/counseling

0

Goals, Interest and Needs form needs a line to add the date  of service
and/or follow up

0

Digital copy of Goals, needs and interest. Easy access for reference 0

Page numbers are not always correct. 0

Other Comments... Votes

Some families don't know what resources are available to them - maybe
reframe the question on page 1 
to ask if what they're familiar with

1

Sometimes parents don't have the answers right away - Give them the
option to go over the question again at another time

1

Can families decline anything on "Our Agreements"? Similar to declining
early learning health services on emergency consent form

1

Goals/needs forms procedure clarity please. 1

Miss the house 0

Keep trying to do the old way verses with this form - don't feel like we are
getting as much information without going back to old form

0

Feel like a lot of it is double information from others in the packet 0

1st page question: What makes your family strong?  ~ can you add the
intent to this question?  The way it is worded can throw people off.

0



Could create a lot of missed areas for newer family support who have not
seen the  older form and know more of the questions to ask

0

We notice that we each have differing personal preferences with each
form.  Some of us like a linear and clear form while others like a more
abstract form.

0

tends to get lost in the shuffle with all the other enrollment paperwork,
parents don't always remember it or what they have asked for

0

More parent language regarding child school readiness . Add
developmental concerns section 3 under well being

0

Resource Guide for FSS provided by ESD. Same resources shared
program wide

0

a lot of repetition through out the forms 0

Have brochures ready for Peer Programs when completing this form 0

Language barrier can be a challenge 0


